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The Tamadoge presale has ended, and a crypto whale has just purchased 55.8 ether worth of TAMA
tokens.

Large FOMO  purchases of over $80,000 in Ethereum were made in the last days of the Tamadoge
(TAMA) presale this past weekend.

A user on crypto trader Jacob Bury’s Discord channel mentioned a TAMA buy on Etherscan for 55.8
ETH and another for 40 ETH shortly before.
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Early End of Tamadoge Pre-Sale
As Jacob pointed out on YouTube, the hard cap for the Tamadoge token presale was 19 million
USDT, which was larger than the ICOs for Ethereum in 2014 and STEPN in 2022.

To date, listings on LBank and Uniswap DEX have been revealed for Tamadoge; more CEX listings
are said to be in the works.

Tamadoge 40 ETH buy on Etherscan

 

In a Telegram group that has grown to over 51,000 members, the project will reveal how presale
investors can retrieve their TAMA tokens on September 20. (refer to the pinned messages for
information, moderators will not DM you).
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Buyers have the option of joining a project-specific Discord server or an email newsletter.

The presale lasted for little under eight weeks, from July 25th to September 18th, making it one of
the most successful crypto presales of the year along with Battle Infinity, another play to earn crypto
token that increased in value by several hundred percent at its IDO and was also evaluated by us.

If TAMA continues to see big whale purchases like they did this weekend, it could be a good sign for
sales when it finally releases. Last week, CNBC highlighted Tamadoge for its promising future
thanks to its deflationary tokenomics and resemblance to established video games.

In order to stay up-to-date on this new meme coin and the future NFT game it will be used as the in-
game currency of, you may go to tamadoge.io.


